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RENAULT, A COMMITTED PLAYER
IN THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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The era of cheap and plentiful fossil fuels and other essential materials is drawing to an end.
That reality, combined with demographic pressure and the limited availability of resources and
foodstuffs, underscores the need to revise our current production and consumption model, a
linear model that consists in extracting raw materials, using them to produce goods,
consuming those goods and then throwing them away.

The new approach of the circular economy
The circular economy is based on a systemic vision inspired by the workings of nature. Nature
does not produce waste; everything is reused, composted and digested. Manufactured
products themselves can be produced using less energy and reintegrated in the production
process without generating waste, by reusing, repairing or remanufacturing them.
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The Renault group is playing an active and pioneering role in the circular economy
because its issues are both environmental and economic.
Extracting and transforming raw materials can harm the environment and reduce their
availability for future generations. In parallel, the rise in and volatility of commodities
prices have a negative effect on the current and future profitability of companies
around the world.
As a major economic player, Renault seeks to ensure the long-term future of its
businesses by taking account of environmental and social challenges. Renault is also
convinced that automobiles, through their intrinsic characteristics, can tie in favorably
with a circular economic approach. Vehicle production costs are sensitive to
commodities prices because commodities account for roughly 20% of the total cost
price.
Commenting, Jean-Philippe Hermine, Head of the Environmental Plan of the Renault
group, said: “Detecting potential resources in end-of-life products and safeguarding
their technical and economic value is a new, and virtuous, way of sharpening your
competitive edge. Who is better able than the producer of the goods and
corresponding services to control these resources, ensure their quality and
traceability, and make optimum use of them?”

Renault is playing a hands-on role in the transition to the circular economy through its
involvement in the creation of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, working as part of the
structure and together with other players. The Group has also structured its commitment
to the circular economy by setting up a subsidiary, Renault Environment, in 2008. The
Renault group funds Renault Environment to develop partnerships and shareholdings in the
circular economy sector.

Renault’s circular economy plan starts with the careful eco-design of its vehicles.
To cut down on the use of natural resources, the Group favors the use of recycled materials
in manufacturing. And to generate less waste, it designs vehicles that can be recovered and
recycled at end of life.

Renault organizes the end-of-life process of its products so that parts and materials
can enter a new life cycle.
The Group develops technical, logistics and economic solutions for collecting end-of-life
vehicles, parts and materials, reusing and remanufacturing used parts, and transforming used
materials to give them a second life. Renault makes a real-life contribution to these sectors to
keep them profitable and improve the availability and quality of parts and materials.
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Ren
nault, a fou
unding mem
mber of the
e Ellen Mac
cArthur Fo
oundation to
t promote
e the
circ
cular econo
omy
Rena
ault’s work witth the Ellen MacArthur Foun
ndation is informed by a sha
ared observation: the time has
h
come
e to switch fro
om a linear eco
onomic modell to a circular one,
o
both to sa
afeguard natu
ural resources and
ecossystems and to
o ensure the lo
ong-term futurre of the activiities of a comp
pany such as Renault.

A sh
hared obserrvation and a shared co
ommitment
omy proposes a new “regen
nerative econ
nomic model”” that helps co
ompanies to crreate
The circular econo
e value. Accorrding to the “R
Remaking the industrial
i
econ
nomy” report published
p
in February 2014 by
more
McK
Kinsey Quarterrly in collabora
ation with the Ellen
E
MacArth
hur Foundation
n and the Renault group,
“Unp
precedented prices
p
and vola
atility in natura
al-resource ma
arkets are pres
ssuring the tra
aditional ‘take,,
make
e, and dispose
e’ approach to
o manufacturin
ng. Creating an
a industrial syystem that resstores materiall,
enerrgy, and labor inputs would benefit busine
ess and societty alike. The savings in mate
erials alone co
ould
top $1
$ trillion a yea
ar”.

ault’s partnersship with Ellen
n MacArthur, fo
ormed in 2007
7, confirms the
e Group’s com
mmitment to
Rena
reducing its enviro
onmental footp
print across all life-cycle pha
ases through the
t increased use of the circcular
nomy. When th
he yachtswom
man decided to
o set up the Fo
oundation in 2010
2
to foster the transition to a
econ
circu
ular economy in
i the manufacturing industry, it was a na
atural move for Renault to back her initiatiive
by be
ecoming one of the five fo
ounding members.

Renault an
nd Ellen MacA
Arthur, a key partnership

Rena
ault and the British
B
yachtsw
woman Ellen MacArthur
M
joine
ed forces in 20
007 on the isssue of the
envirronment. At th
hat time, Rena
ault was readyying to set up its Renault Environment sub
bsidiary focused
on th
he circular eco
onomy, while Ellen
E
MacArthur was leading discussions on the finiteness of natural
resources, which she
s had obserrved first-hand
d on her travells, and on the pollution of ec
cosystems,
notably in the Atlantic.
In 20
008, Renault asked
a
the yach
htswoman to help
h
it launch a dialogue witth its custome
ers to guide the
em in
the purchase
p
of more
m
“eco-logiccal” and “eco-n
nomical” vehiccles carrying th
he “Renault ecco2” signature
e.
The creation of the
e Ellen MacArrthur Foundation in 2010, with Renault ass a founding member,
m
was a
logiccal continuation of the collab
borative effort and gave the partnership a new dimensio
on.
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e was carried out between experts
e
from Renault and the
t Ellen MacA
Arthur Founda
ation
Extensive dialogue
arch into new
w technical solu
utions, processses and circular economy models
m
at Ren
nault.
to sttimulate resea
On b
behalf of her Foundation,
F
Ellen MacArthurr works to sup
pport change in Group mindsets and pracctices.
She works with Re
enault’s senior managers, helping
h
them to
t enhance their strategic th
hinking. She also
a
e for the members of the Group’s
G
Envirronment netw
work in the rolllout of its
provides guidance
mpetitive Circu
ular Economy”” plan and take
es part in confferences and assemblies to
o raise the
“Com
awarreness of emp
ployees and shareholders
s
. Renault brings the Founda
ation its experrience in
man
nufacturing an
nd case studie
es focused on the automobiile, the aim be
eing to promotte the circula
ar
econ
nomy with ec
conomic decision-makers.. The Group contributes
c
to the
t macro-economic studies
produced by the Ellen
E
MacArthu
ur Foundation. These reportts, supplemen
nted by economic analysis from
f
M
& Company consultancy firm, quantify
q
the po
otential benefitts of the transsition to a circu
ular
the McKinsey
econ
nomy and underline the mod
del’s ability to adapt to the rrequirements of
o a globalized
d economy.

Ren
nault, the first carm
maker to make a capital-bas
c
ed commitment to the
recy
ycling econ
nomy, thro
ough its Re
enault Environment subsidiary
In 20
008 Renault se
et up Renault Environment, a wholly-own
ned subsidiary
y that coordina
ates a large sh
hare
of the Group’s circcular economyy activities and
d makes a possitive contributtion to Group results.

Inve
esting in the
e operationa
al development of the circular econ
nomy
ault Environment joined forcces in 2008 with Sita/Suez Environnemen
E
nt by taking a 50% stake in
Rena
Indra
a, a French specialist
s
in end-of-life
e
veh
hicle dismanttling and the recovery of the
t resulting
parts
s and materia
als.
The partnership be
etween Sita/S
Suez Environne
ement and Re
enault Environ
nment is also illustrated thro
ough
nt subsidiary, Boone Come
enor, which manages
m
ferrous and non-fferrous metallic waste at
a join
Rena
ault sites.
Rena
ault Environment also workss on the recov
very of end-o
of-series vehiicles at plants
s and after-sa
ales
ware
ehouses with Gaia, a wholly-owned subssidiary of Rena
ault Environment that is gra
adually becoming
the principal
p
mana
ager of the flow
ws involved in the Renault group’s
g
circula
ar economy model.

A network of
o nearly 400 dismantling centers in Frrance

With 30 years’ exp
perience in automotive dism
mantling, Indra
a brings togeth
her a network of
o 396 approvved
dism
mantling centerrs across Fran
nce.
Indra
a and its netwo
ork dismantled
d and helped to recover aro
ound 300,000 end-of-life veh
hicles (ELVs) in
2012
2, or a quarterr of all ELVs, all
a brands com
mbined, in Fran
nce.
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ECO-DESIGN – RENAULT VEHICLES CONTAIN 30% OF RECYCLED
MATERIALS AND ARE 95% RECOVERABLE AT END OF LIFE

Renault, on the cutting edge of the integration of recycled materials, notably
plastics
Renault makes a priority of replacing raw materials, based on natural resources, by “secondary”
materials, made from recycling. Because the approach is subject to the availability and quality of
recycled materials, Renault also works to create “recycling loops” (see page 11) that, consistent with the
principles of the circular economy, bring secondary materials into conformity with the specifications of
the automotive industry.
Renault’s objective is to achieve a ratio of 33% of recycled materials in the total mass of its new
vehicles produced in Europe by 2016.
This ratio stood at an estimated 29.7% in 2013.

Of the materials used at the plants in the Europe and Euromed Regions (around 70% of the Group
total), the share of recycled materials in steel is estimated at between 15% for flat steel and up to
100% for long steel.
The proportion of recycled material totals up to 95% for cast iron and 100% for foundry-produced
aluminum parts.

Recycled plastic rate of 11% and continuing to grow
As early as the 1990s, Renault led the way on the use of recycled plastics on its vehicles. And the
Group retains its leadership position in the field today. The share of recycled plastics used in the
production of Renault and Dacia vehicles is estimated at an average 11%.
The use of recycled plastics improves with each new generation at Renault, notably owing to the
increasing availability of the material. In 2013 the ratio rose to 16% on Captur. The Group aims to
achieve a recycled plastic rate of 20% on new vehicles produced in Europe in 2015.
And Renault is on track to meet that objective. For example, it added two new plastic references from
short-loop recycling to its plastic materials catalogue (Renault Materials Panel) in 2014.

Renault Mégane – Parts in recyclable and renewable
plastic material
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Renault vehicles are almost entirely recyclable and recoverable at end of life
Manufacturing vehicles while using a minimum of natural resources hinges above all on making a
maximum amount of the material contained in the vehicle reusable at end of life, and ideally in the
production of a new vehicle. That’s why Renault’s eco-design policy is aimed first and foremost at
creating repairable vehicles that are easy to dismantle and contain recyclable or recoverable materials.
Renault and Dacia vehicles have been designed to be 85% recyclable and 95% recoverable since
the 1990s and have been homologated as such since 2008.

Integrating dismantling- and recycling-linked constraints from the design phase
In the design phase, each vehicle is monitored by a recycling specialist. Since the starts of the 2000s,
the design of Renault vehicles includes constraints linked to dismantling and recycling.
For example, dismantling is made easier by reducing the number of attachments. Similarly,
engineering favors the use of recyclable materials for which recycling industries exist, avoids using
on the same part materials that cannot be recycled together, and designs tanks so that the fluids (fuel
and oil) can be fully extracted.

Renault Mégane –
Diagram of end of life
cycle
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LOOPING THE LOOP – RENAULT ORGANIZES THE SECOND LIFE OF
VEHICLES AND COMPONENTS

Renault contributes to the collection and processing of ELVs, including 25% of
the total in France through Indra
Renault contributes to the organization and collection of end-of-life vehicles (ELVs) wherever necessary
and in a range of forms, either by organizing a proprietary network of approved collection and
processing centers for Renault vehicles or by contributing to a collective approach (involving carmakers,
dismantlers and public authorities) on the structuring of ELV recycling industries.

Direct contribution in France
Above and beyond its regulatory obligations, Renault in France makes a direct contribution to
collection and dismantling activities with a view to maintaining economic and technical control over
the flow of materials.

Indra, the joint French subsidiary of Renault Environment and Sita/Suez Environnement, and its network
of dismantlers, processed 300,000 ELVs in 2012.
As part of a policy on continuous improvement, Indra is developing a real engineering structure for
dismantling. It works on the design and improvement of new tools and processes in ELV dismantling at
its Romorantin development center and tests them at its dismantling sites.

Collection and dismantling of end-of-life vehicles at Indra’s Romorantin site

Depending on their condition, the parts collected from ELVs in the Indra network are sent on for reuse
or to the relevant recycling channel.
The subsidiary Gaia does the same thing for unused parts in the sales network and at plants and
suppliers.
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Ren
nault reuse
es parts fro
om its ELVs
s

Reu
using used parts
p
ock at dismantlers in the Indra networrk, Renault is experimenting
e
g with
Relyying on the pooled parts sto
a rep
pair offering featuring
f
“reused” used parts.
p
Rena
ault’s primary sales networkk in France ha
as since 2012 offered custom
mers vehicle body
b
parts (ho
oods,
wing
gs, lights, etc.) collected in th
he Indra netwo
ork at attractivve prices. The
e offering is avvailable for
custtomers with old
o or econom
mically unrep
pairable vehic
cles.

ght units from ELVs
E
for reuse at Indra’s
Sorting lig
Romoranttin site

Rec
conditioning
g used powe
ertrain comp
ponents
onditioning used powertrain
n components uses 80% lesss energy, watter and chemiccals than
Reco
producing a new part.
p
ault reconditions, or re-ma
anufactures, powertrain parts,
p
and hass done so since 1949, at its
Rena
Choisy-le-Roi pla
ant and at som
me suppliers. The
T used partts collected in the sales netw
work are sorte
ed
and reconditioned.
ehicle owners under the nam
me “standard replacementt”, reconditioned parts cost a full
Sold to Renault ve
t
new partss while complyying with the same
s
safety sttandards. Far from a margin
nal
30% to 50% less than
ness, the stan
ndard replacem
ment offering accounts
a
for a major sharre of the sparre parts range
e,
busin
from 70% of powe
ertrain compon
nents to 90% of
o suspension parts.
Eve
ery year, the Choisy-le-Roi
C
p
plant
reconditions nearly 30,000 engines,
20,0
000 gearboxe
es and 16,000
0 injection systems. The activity is carrie
ed
out according to a strict industrrial process, co
onsisting of th
he complete
mantling, sortin
ng, reconditioning and repla
acement of we
ear or faulty pa
arts,
dism
follo
owed by clean
ning, reassemb
bly and inspecction.

Recond
ditioning powe
ertrain compon
nents from ELV
Vs at Renault’’s Choisy-le-R
Roi plant.
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Renault recovers materials from its ELVs and sites
Consistent with the principles of the circular economy, Renault’s objective is to recycle materials from
the automotive industry as much as possible within the automotive industry. This “looping the loop”
approach to recycling can be done on an almost infinite basis since it preserves the material capital of all
the parts of a vehicle. And the shorter the “loop”, the more Renault reduces its environmental footprint
and logistics costs.
Renault Environment has set up material loops from ELV processing centers in the Indra network,
to Renault copper and aluminum foundries, to the group’s polypropylene and noryl suppliers, and to
other industries for materials from catalytic converters.

Co-building material loops within the automotive industry
Renault is introducing a growing number of recovery loops, including the following:
The wiring harnesses purchased from ELV dismantlers by the Gaia subsidiary have been processed
by the MTB company since 2011 to extract the copper. The copper is sold to the Renault group’s
Fonderie de Bretagne foundry for the production of pearlitic cast iron or to automotive industry suppliers
for the refining of aluminum. The high-quality recycled copper complies with demanding technical
specifications.

Recovering copper from ELV wiring harnesses at MTB

The engines and gearboxes coming from vehicle maintenance and repair have been recycled in short
loops since 2012. In reconditioning at the Choisy-le-Roi plant, 48% of the components cannot be
recovered as standard replacement parts because they are too used. These components are recycled at
Renault group foundries to make new components. The used brake discs collected in the sales
network have been part of the same loop since 2013.
Gaia collects polypropylene bumpers from dismantlers and garages and organizes their reprocessing
in line with the technical specifications of the Renault-Nissan Alliance. Gaia has been listed on the
Renault Materials Panel since 2014, which authorizes suppliers of plastic parts to work with Gaia.
Noryl plastic parts from manufacturing cast-offs at the Flins, Douai and Revoz plants are used to the
rate of 6% in the production of new wings at Flins and Douai.
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Developing material loops together with manufacturers in other sectors
Renault works in partnership with various stakeholders (the French Environment and Energy
Management Agency, local authorities, academics and scientists, companies and suppliers) to develop
short loops for, among other materials, polyamide, textiles and critical materials in electric batteries.

Renault is contributing to the ValTex research project on the recovery of professional textiles, in
partnership with SNCF and several manufacturing companies. The aim is to develop a profitable and
sustainable recycling and recovery industry for a number of end-of-life parts in the automotive and rail
sectors, including foams and textiles from vehicles and trains and professional clothing (uniforms,
corporate outfits and protective apparel). The waste collected will be recycled to create new acoustic
and thermal insulation parts for manufacturers and qualifying for the “Ecocert Environnement” label.

By retaining the ownership of the batteries on its electric vehicles in almost all sales countries,
Renault has launched an original business model that is faithful to the principles of the circular economy
and which consists in replacing the sale of a product by the sale of its use. The Group controls all the
end-of-use flows and takes maximum advantage, by giving the battery a second life through other,
stationary uses, by regenerating the battery through the selective replacement of faulty modules, or by
sending it on to critical material reuse channels for the production of new batteries.
To meet the recycling needs for the initial batteries, Renault has made contractual agreements with Liion battery recyclers. But the Group is also working with partners to develop new, adapted recycling
processes. This project, recognized by the French Environment and Energy Management Agency,
optimizes the recovery of materials from electric vehicle batteries both ecologically and economically.

Looking beyond economic considerations, Renault uses the circular economy to
shrink the environmental footprint of its products and activities.
Working on the entire life cycle of its vehicles – and in particular by reducing CO2
emissions – the Renault group leads an ambitious policy on the reduction of its carbon
footprint, the main component of the environmental footprint. Renault met its objective
to reduce its carbon footprint by 10% between 2010 and 2013. Pursuing its efforts, the
Group is aiming for a 3% reduction per year on average between 2010 and 2016.
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Rena
ault’s driving
g role in meetting a collectiive regulatory
y objective

Rena
ault is contribu
uting to the Eu
uropean Comm
mission’s obje
ective on the ra
ate of re-use and
a recovery for
f
ELVss, set for 2015
5 at 95% of avverage weight per vehicle, a
all brands com
mbined. The Group is playing
g an
activve part in the combined
c
efforts of the auto
omotive manuffacturing and recycling indu
ustries in Europe.
Rena
ault has estab
blished itself ass a leading fig
gure in recyclin
ng in France, the
t company’ss biggest sales
markket and historical manufactu
uring base. Th
he Group’s effo
orts enabled France
F
to reacch an 87% re-u
use
and recovery rate,, all brands co
ombined, by en
nd-2012, acco
ording to figure
es from the Frrench Environm
ment
and Energy Manag
gement Agenccy, ADEME.

Renault lent new momentu
um to its polic
cy on the
developmentt of the recycling sector in 2011
2
with the
launch of the
e ICARRE 95 project (short for Innovative
e
CAR REcycling 95%), part of the Europ
pean
Commission
n’s LIFE+ pro
ogram.

The ICARRE 95 project
p
involvess a number off partners and subcontractors and relies on
o the function
ns of
the Renault
R
group and the subssidiaries of Ren
nault Environm
ment. The projject, subsidize
ed by the EC, has
a budget of severa
al million euros.
The aim of ICARR
RE 95 is to cre
eate a model th
hat recovers 95% of the weight
w
of ELVs
s in economicc
cond
ditions that are
e profitable forr all the playerrs involved. To
o that end, sho
ort loops for reused parts
s and
mate
erials are being set up in the
t automotiv
ve sector.
The model is to be
e applicable in
n all European
n countries. To
o meet the objectives, the prroject is aimed
d at
deve
eloping the seccond life of au
utomotive com
mponents and/o
or materials by focusing on the recovery
y of
re-us
sed parts, pla
astics, alumin
num and cop
pper, textiles, and the platiinoids in cata
alytic convertters.
Succcess hinges on
n the more efffective disman
ntling and sorting of car partts and on shorrt-loop supply to all
playe
ers, in line with the principle
es of the circullar economy. These
T
processes must be economically
e
v
viable
in the
e industrial ph
hase and ensu
ure, as part of a continuous cycle, the technical quality required to su
upply
the subcontractor
s
chain. In 2013
3 the project also
a
focused on
o the econom
mic viability of
o the collectiion
of ELV materials,, which are disspersed throug
ghout the auto
omotive disma
antling network, and the
introduction of colllection servic
ce contracts to guarantee performance in this area.
As part of the ICARRE 95 project, Renault is working with Synova,
S
a pla
astics specialisst, Duesmann
n, a
platin
noids specialisst, Indra, a ve
ehicle dismanttler, as well ass Institut supé
érieur de plas
sturgie d’Alen
nçon
(ISPA
A) and Institu
ut textile et ch
himique (ITEC
CH), which are
e developing new
n
technolog
gical solutionss and
the corresponding
c
skills.
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6 36 / Websites: www.med
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m – www.rena
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Pictu
ure credits:
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